Accessibility Guide for Prospective and New Members in the Mizzou Panhellenic System

How do I use this resource?
- This is a guide for perspective and new members in the Greek system. Within this document is information about how to request accommodations and what to do if you are unable to receive the accommodations you need.

Section One: Accommodations for Primary Recruitment
- Primary recruitment is sponsored by the University of Missouri and therefore, to request accommodations please contact the Disability Center: disabilitycenter@missouri.edu or 573-882-4696.
- You may also contact PHA's Accessibility Committee (refer to section three), for they are here to advocate for you throughout your experience in the Greek community.

Section Two: Event Accommodations
- If you would like to attend an event that is hosted by a sorority, you may contact the chapter directly. For socials, contact the social chair of the chapter. For philanthropy events, contact the philanthropy chair.
  - Contact information for each executive member is featured on each chapter's website.
  - If you are unsure who to contact, the chapter president will be able to connect you with the corresponding executive member.
  - If you encounter barriers while requesting accommodations, reference section three.
- While each chapter strives to satisfy all accommodations, the more notice given the more likely your request will be satisfied. For major events, contact the chapter weeks in advance to ensure they can fulfill your request.

Section Three: Encountering Barriers
- If you encounter barriers while requesting accommodations and need assistance, the Accessibility Committee is here to advocate for you and work directly with the sororities as a resource for accommodations. The Accessibility Committee will assist you and the disability center in advocating for accommodations within the sororities.
  - If dealing with an issue with a specific chapter, you may contact that chapter's access coordinator:
    - Megan Pospisil: mkpbr9@mail.missouri.edu
      - Alpha Chi Omega
      - Kappa Delta
      - Phi Mu
    - Allyson Dalby: aadvkz@mail.missouri.edu
      - Alpha Delta Pi
      - Chi Omega
      - Pi Beta Phi
    - Emily Parker: emily.parker@mail.umsl.edu
      - Alpha Phi
      - Delta Gamma
      - Sigma Kappa
    - Lauren Pickrell: lep3pb@mail.missouri.edu
      - Tri Delta
      - Kappa Kappa Gamma
- Sigma Sigma Sigma
  - Hailey Markt: hbm427@mail.missouri.edu
    - Gamma Phi Beta
    - Kappa Alpha Theta
    - Zeta Tau Alpha
- If dealing with a larger accommodation issue that goes beyond a single chapter, you may contact the committee's chairman: Megan Stober: meshx4@mail.missouri.edu